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INTRODUCTION:
Artificial Intelligence is a broad field of expertise that’s
undergoing tremendous development. The technology
already has a major impact on how businesses operate, and
the prevalence will grow exponentially in the years to come.
As one of the world’s largest IT and consulting companies,
and as a key player in the field of artificial intelligence in the
Nordics, we want to inspire companies to develop a
conscious relationship with the technology that’s
fundamentally changing how businesses operate.
This guide aims to help leaders make well informed choices
regarding artificial intelligence, by explaining relevant
principles in a way that doesn’t require in-depth
knowledge of the field. Although it’s beneficial for you as a
reader to have basic knowledge related to strategy and
business management, knowledge of the data and the
potential new technology represents for businesses, or that
you work in a business that is considering investing in
technology that will create competitive advantages.

In this e-book:
•

Leaders attitudes related to AI

•

How Nordic companies invest in technology

•

8 advices for developing AI-strategies

•

How a Nordic-shipping-giant works with
digital transformation

•

How Cognizant Nordics supports Nordic companies with
the big technological advancements
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The way companies operate is
changing drastically
There are many surveys and forecasts for artificial
intelligence and machine learning. While the results
vary, they all indicate the same; that there will be
tremendous growth in the use of artificial intelligence
over the next few years.

According to Gartner’s survey “Gartner 2020 CIO
Agenda Survey”, the number of AI projects will
double by 2021. Four out of ten companies are
planning to launch new AI solutions this year. The
growth of AI is likely to be exponential over the next
few years, and companies that are late to the party risk
being outcompeted.

40%
40% are planning to launch

The number of AI

new AI solutions this year.

projects will double by 2021.
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Respondents
industry:

Respondents
by title:
Companies’
turnover:

What 975 executives
think of AI

About the survey:
The survey was conducted in June and July
2018, and the total number of respondents
was 975. The companies were from different
industries and of different sizes. 50 percent
of the respondents were headquartered in
the United States, 48 percent in Europe and
2 percent elsewhere.
In Europe, 11 percent were from the UK, 11
percent from Germany, 10 percent from
France, 5 percent from the Netherlands, 4
percent from Sweden, 4 percent from
Belgium and 3 percent from Norway.

In 2018, Cognizant conducted a survey of 975
business executives from Europe and the United
States. The results are still relevant and provide insight
into how leaders relate to artificial intelligence.
The key findings are summarized below:

Executives are enthusiastic about the importance and potential benefits of AI
Roughly two-thirds of executives say that AI is extremely or very important to their companies today, and
more than eight out of 10 expect that it will be the case
three years from now.

Executives have high expectations for AI. About three-quarters
foresee major or significant benefits from the technology.
5

targeting, executive responses were relatively
undifferentiated in both areas – essentially adding up
to “all of the above.” This suggests that companies
have yet to hone their strategic plans for integrating
AI into the business core. In addition, roughly 40% of
respondents said that securing senior management
commitment, buy-in by the business and even
adequate budget were extremely or very
challenging, indicating that many companies are not
yet fully committed to AI’s central role in advancing
business objectives.

About three-quarters foresee major or significant
benefits from the technology, in terms of lower costs;
increased revenues; and the ability to introduce new
products or services, or to enter new businesses.

Faster-growing companies are more optimistic and aggressive when it comes to AI
Executives at faster-growing companies are more
likely than others to view AI as important, and more
likely to expect major benefits in the coming years.
Eighty-six percent of executives at these companies
say AI is extremely or very important to their
company’s success, compared to 57% of those at their
slower-growing competitors. These industry leaders
say they plan to use AI to drive further growth,
solidifying their leading positions and pulling even
further away from the pack.

Many companies are not addressing the
ethical dimensions of AI
Only about half of the executives in the response
group said their companies have policies and
procedures in place to identify and address
ethical considerations – either in the initial design of
AI applications or in their behavior after the system
is launched. We believe organizations need to focus
on an ethics lens upfront in the strategy/value stream
when deciding whether a problem or need has to be
solved through AI.

There is a major disconnect between executives’ optimism about AI and actual AI
Implementation
While two-thirds of executives said they knew about
an AI project at their company, only 24% of that group
– just 15% of all respondents – were aware of projects
that were fully implemented, with the large majority
of AI projects still in the early planning or pilot stages.
This contrasts sharply with the fact that 84% of
respondents believe AI will be critically important
three years from now.

What’s more, about two-thirds of that group said the
ethical governance structures they have in place are
extremely or very effective. That point of view may be
overly optimistic, and an indication that many
executives are underestimating or unfamiliar with the
challenging ethical questions likely to emerge as AI
becomes more sophisticated and pervasive both in its
development and use.

Many companies appear to lack a strategic
focus for AI
When identifying the challenges they face in
implementing AI and the technologies they’re
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Companies will need to take action on several
fronts if they are to achieve significant business
benefits with AI.
The key agenda items include:

1
2
3

Formulate AI strategies

into everything companies do with the
technology. That means building AI systems
ethically, and then providing oversight to
ensure that those systems operate ethically
over time, even as the AI applications learn
and evolve. To be successful, companies will
need to boost their ethics-related efforts
upfront as AI touches more and more parts
of business and society

These should focus on opportunities that
promise measurable value – not only
reduced costs and increased revenue, but
also benefits such as improved customer
service, entry to new lines of business and
enhanced employee experiences. It’s
especially critical that strategies take a
human-centric view of AI, so that machines
can work successfully with and alongside
people.

In many ways, these non-technical considerations – regarding trust, transparency,
ethics and human-centric approaches – are
more critical and complex than those related
to developing and running the technology
itself. But they are absolutely critical to the
success of AI, because they will determine
how well these technologies can be

Develop governance structures
Companies will need to work proactively to
ensure that AI decision-making is
transparent to those involved; that AI earns
trust by avoiding errors and data-driven
biases; and that AI is personalized and able
to provide tailored, relevant and
context-aware support as it interacts with
humans.

leveraged to advance business objectives.
AI operates in the real world. Companies
that don’t find solutions in these areas could
see their AI efforts fall short, or fail completely. This, in turn, has the potential to irritate
customers, alienate employees, drive up
R&D and deployment costs, and undermine
brand reputation as well as business opportunities – causing businesses to fall behind
competitors in the race to unleash the vast
business potential of AI.

Create and maintain responsible AI
applications
Because of AI’s potential ubiquity and power,
ethical concerns need to be interwoven

AI is most powerful when supporting humans and gives us the
ability to make informed decisions proactively.
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We have solid preconditions
to succeed in the Nordic region
The Nordic region is characterized by:

• Digital maturity in the population
• A strong education system
• Solid political plans / support programs etc.
• Good infrastructure
• High trust and national initiatives that acknowledges
the importance of digital growth

At the same time, it’s important to
recognize that a recent survey showed that:
• Many companies in the Nordics invest less in
technology than the global average

• Nordic companies should invest more resources to
develop digital strategies

• Nordic companies report higher ROI from
investments in AI

• Leading companies are increasing their technology
investments, and especially in AI-technologies.
Below we will summarize the results:
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Four key findings for
Nordic companies
– AI and technology
investments

Respondents by region:

About the survey:
In November 2019, Cognizant published a global report reveling
important insights about how companies are adjusting their business
to the modern economy. The report was based on a worldwide study
conducted by Cognizant and ESI ThoughLab. Over 2.400 executives
took part in the survey. Our main research objective was to help
organizations develop an evidenced-based roadmap to digital
leadership, validated by performance metrics already achieved by
companies and enriched through valuable executive insights. The
report also allows us to compare Nordic companies with the rest of the
world.
Respondents by tittel:

Respondents by revenue:
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1

Nordic companies are not investing
enough in new technology
global average.
More importantly, the report shows that global
corporations are planning to invest more in new
technology – in three years the global group plan to
allocate 15,7 % of the revenue to new technology.
The Nordic companies plan to allocate 14,9 % of their
revenue to new technology.

The report highlights that Nordic businesses on average invest 0,4 percentage less than the global average
into new technology (spending as a % of revenue).
Because the Nordic companies has a lower revenue
than the global average, the technology investments
measured in USD are significantly lower than the

The survey also highlights big differences for different industries. The industries that are spending the most in digital technologies are healthcare payers
(13%), telecoms (11.9%), and technology (10.7%). Those that are spending the least are utilities (6.8%), financial services (8.4%), and retail (8.4%).

2

Nordic firms should prioritize digital
strategy

For Nordic firms, the largest positive digital impacts
come from digital strategy and workforce transformation, which, tellingly, are areas where they most lag
in digital maturity. Firms should consider sharpening
their focus on these and other areas on the list, since
making the digital leap can bring large returns in the
Nordics.
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3

Nordic firms report higher ROI from
AI-investments

Despite smaller budgets, Nordic firms are striving to
keep up with larger, global competitors’ investments
in technology. They have placed their strategic bets on
cloud and mobile technology, where they are reaping
higher returns than the global average. They are also
ahead on cybersecurity and are holding their own on
key emerging technologies, such as data analytics, AI,
and virtual reality. As the table below shows, Nordic
firms reports a higher ROI from AI-investments than
the global average. But they are falling behind on
other digital solutions, such as RPA, digital assistants,
and blockchain. This may prove a serious oversight in

the long run, as these technologies are crucial building
blocks for digital transformation.
It’s interesting to see that Nordic firms has invested
more in cloud, as strategic use of cloud technologies like cognitive APIs, containers and serverless
computing can help simplify the complicated process
of deploying AI. According to Gartner, cloud-based AI
will increase 5x from 2019 – making AI one of the top
cloud services.
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4

Digital leaders are investing more in AI
and will continue to do so

There’s a distinct correlation between digital
maturity and the use of AI, which signals a shift in focus
from the data collection phase (initiatives like IoT to
generate data) to the data insights phase (AI), where

leading companies are using advanced analytics and
AI to transform key processes and create competitive
advantages.

Digital mature companies will continue to invest in AI
and increase their advantages. In three years’ time,
not even half of beginners think they’ll have achieved

AI maturity, while half of leaders already do so today.
And where are leaders increasing their investment vs.
beginners? You guessed it: AI
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Advices for formulating a realistic and valuable AI-strategy

1

Increase your understanding of AI, and develop an AI-strategy

The first step is to develop an AI-strategy. As we have shown in this paper, many surveys
and reports indicate that many companies lack a clear strategy for how AI should be
integrated into the business over the years to come. The technology is constantly
changing, and many leaders experience uncertainty for how to meet these changes.
For example, when asked to list the challenges regarding AI, executives appear to think
all challenges are of equal importance. Among the 13 issues listed in the survey, the
difference between the most-cited and least-cited was just seven percentage points,
and roughly 40% of executives considered each of the 13 issues to be extremely or very
challenging. This “all of the above” finding suggests that companies have not developed
clear strategies for pursuing AI.
This lack of strategy is further emphasized by the fact that roughly the same percentages
of executives cited specific AI technologies as being used in their projects: virtual agents
(55%), computer vision (51%), advice engines/machine learning (49%), smart robotics/
autonomous vehicles (48%) and analysis of natural language (48%). As with the AI
challenges, these responses once again essentially add up to “all of the above.” This
indicates that companies aren’t yet at a point of understanding where and how specific
technologies can benefit the business.
Therefore, we recommend business leaders to increase their understanding of the
technology and develop a clear-cut strategy for how the business can leverage
the technology.
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2

Focus on company goals and responsible behavior –
not technological capabilities

To create rigorous AI strategies, companies need to look beyond technological
capabilities. An AI strategy process should start with an emphasis on the creation of
business value and ethical/responsible behavior. That may sound like common sense,
but many AI initiatives today are focused more on the technology’s capabilities and
algorithms than on its impact and benefits for the business.
Ask the question:
“What business problems or opportunities do we have that could be addressed with
AI?”, and not: “What can IBM’s Watson or Amazon’s machine learning do?”

3

Experiments, measure and apply learning to the next stage

There is no recipe that companies can use to embed AI in the fabric of the
company – each business challenge will require different tools, techniques and
approaches. Rather than a sequential process, leveraging AI will demand extensive
experimentation and the ability to apply learnings to the next stage of deployment.
Therefore, managed experimentation is key. Companies should encourage a tolerance
for risk taking and innovation with AI, but balance that with rigorous testing and
measurement of ROI and tangible business value. They should move on from failures
quickly, and at the same time, be prepared to quickly scale up successful experiments
and pilots into production. Companies need to factor this reality into their plans.

4

Reducing cost is a drop in the ocean of possibilities

Companies often think of AI as a tool for reducing costs, and that is certainly a key
benefit – one that tops the list for executives in the survey. But there’s a vast range of
other potential business benefits to consider as well. If executed correctly, AI can help
improve product and service quality, reduce cycle time, create new and better employee
experiences and enhance safety, among other things. Our recommendation is therefore
to see past “cost reduction” – have an open mind when exploring the ocean of
possibilities enabled by AI.
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5

Look for opportunities to leverage data

Companies are increasingly drowning in data about everything from customer
preferences and competitors to the details of Internet of Things (IoT)-equipped
production facilities. This flood of data can quickly overwhelm those trying to understand
and interpret it. But here’s the irony: As more data is generated in the modern digital era,
separating signal from noise becomes increasingly difficult. AI, with its ability to apply
human-like assessments and decisions to that data, rapidly and efficiently, provides a
possible solution to that dilemma.
An example of this is how Cognizant cooperated with a leading global professional
services organization who wanted to improve its laborious and time-consuming risk
management due diligence process. International due diligence involves exhaustive
research, with more than 40,000 global sources tracking not only media but also
corporate records, financial transactions and legal cases at the company. The
implementation of AI-technology resulted in a 50 percent reduction in time spent going
over documents manually. The organization is now able to handle 30 percent more due
diligence processes each year.

6

A holistic approach

7

Seek input and insight from external parties

AI has the potential to touch many parts of the company, and it’s important that
underlying algorithms “understand” the larger context in which they operate. If they
don’t, they are likely to make recommendations for the right product but at the wrong
time, or struggle to make sound decisions involving cost and speed tradeoffs. With that in
mind, organizations should establish cross-functional teams to identify AI opportunities,
and arm them with a structured, systematic approach to uncovering potential
improvements to processes and stakeholder relationships.

Partnering can be an important factor in AI strategy. Surveys have shown that executives
most often cite access to AI skills as a key challenge, and working with vendors can allow
companies to quickly gain access to the required skills. Many companies appear to
recognize this: 62% of executives said they rely on a mix of vendor and in-house
resources for AI, while 13% said they always or usually secure AI applications from
vendors. Companies should consider expanding these relationships into robust
ecosystems that can work collaboratively to keep up with rapidly evolving technologies
and use cases, and accelerate the journey to AI.
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8

Adopt a human-centric approach

Perhaps most important, an effective strategy requires a human-centric approach to AI.
The technology is most powerful when it collaborates with people and augments human
activities and decisions – and a human-oriented approach is key to ensuring that AI fits
into that real-world business context. Thus, companies should consistently ask:

• How AI can enable and support employees and customers?
• How it can best interact with people?
• How it can be designed to understand the behaviors and expectations of humans?
• How it can have enough “emotional intelligence” to adjust its decisions to the people
around it?
To help ensure a human-centric approach, companies can complement the input of
business people with the insights of behavioral scientists (sociologists, anthropologists,
etc.) to shape and train AI to be an effective, and valued, part of the organization.
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Erik Larsen

A Nordic shipping-giant sets shore
for a new digital era
A Nordic shipping-giant is going through a digital transformation journey to improve operation efficiency, achieve higher sustainability, enable new business models
and enter new markets.
The company is one of the largest transportation
companies in the world. The shipping giant operates
130 vessels and has 9.500 employees in 29 countries.

create value for a long period of time, Larsen initiates.
Due to old data systems and the complexity of the
value chain, a holistic approach was needed.
– In the existing system, data was residing in data
warehouses, mostly in silos with manual processes.
This data was mainly utilized for reporting purposes. It
was challenging, if not impossible, to extract valuable
insights from this data, Larsen continues.

10-week strategy assessment
The vessel company has set shore for a new digital era
by partnering up with Cognizant. It all started in March
2019 with a comprehensive 10-week assessment of
the company’s future digital needs.
The company lacked internal resources within digital
transformation and needed a strategic and
experienced sparring partner to consult, plan and
execute the ambitious goals.
Erik Larsen, Country manager at Cognizant Norway,
explains that it was immensely important to have a
strategy assessment with leaders and specialists from
both the vessel company and Cognizant.

Post strategy assessment, it became clear that the
shipping company needed a solid data platform to
provide foresight and insight to metrics such as fuel
efficiency, vessel operations expenses and asset
utilization as well as data-driven optimizations across
the vessels and the value chain.
– One of the key objectives was to implement a
modern data platform to support intelligent and automated data driven processes to serve the growing and
ever more complex needs of its customers. The data
platform will be steered by advanced analytics and
machine learning models, Larsen continues.

– It’s essential to create a common understanding of
the current situation and the road ahead when starting
digitalization projects. Decisions made at an early
stage will influence the business and its ability to
17

A digital foundation
The transportation company has now implemented
a digital foundation with the help of Cognizant. The
digital foundation is a data lake using Microsoft Azure
technologies. Enormous amounts of data are stored in
raw format, and will be used to reduce risks and
optimize operations.
It was important for the company to have one platform
to handle all the data.
– The data lake gathers and structures data from
multiple sources, such as ERP-systems, IoT-devices
and machines. It’s the digital foundation that will allow
the company to enter a new digital era, where
processes and operations are optimized, and datadriven decisions can be made in real time, Larsen
elaborates.
A strong team of 14 specialists from Cognizant have
built and implemented the data lake.
– We are very proud of the time to market on this
project. We’ve had skilled workers both on land and
offshore to implement the data lake in the best and
fastest way possible, Larsen says.
Cognizant used the agile scrum methodology for the
implementation of the data lake – a development
process that’s based on lean and agile values and
principles. The framework allows for more effective
collaborations among teams working on complex
projects.

Anoop Sharma

– Let’s say a cargo ship travels from A to B with an
average speed of 30 nautical miles. When arriving
at the port, the captain is informed that the port isn’t
ready - the ship must wait for two hours before
entering. During the wait, the vessel burns more fuel. If
the shipping company had a more sophisticated data
platform with intelligence and predictive features, the
captain would be informed that it wasn’t necessary to
travel at 30 nautical miles. The speed can be reduced,
which in addition to save fuel, also reduces the wear
and tear of the engines.

Data-driven operations on the agenda for
2020
After the successful launch of the data lake in 2019,
Cognizant is now helping the company to gain insights
and operational improvements from the data lake.
– With a solid digital foundation in place, we are now
starting to build automation, AI and machine learning
capabilities. This will without a doubt enhance their
competitiveness - data-driven decision will be made in
advanced and in real-time. This is a big leap in the right
direction, Larsen states.

According to Sharma, the savings can be enormous.
– In one day, a vessel can save up to 20-30.000 dollars
by optimizing fuel consumption and route planning.
If you take maintenance and other risk factors into
the consideration, the benefits will be even greater,
Sharma explains.

Practice leader for Cognizant‘s Artificial intelligence
and Analytics practice in the Nordics, Anoop Sharma,
explains that the data lake combined with
sophisticated AI and analytics capabilities will take
the shipping company from a reactive approach to a
proactive one.
– The main cost in the shipping industry is bunker cost,
in other words fuel. Fuel consumption can be radically
reduced with AI, analytics and machine learning
capabilities, Sharma explains and exemplifies:

– We are proud of being a part of their digital transformation journey. The data lake with its sophisticated
capabilities, will enable the company to improve
operation efficiency, achieve higher sustainability,
enable new business models and enter new markets,
Larsen ends.
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AI is Hollywood ´s POV. Machine Learning is Wall
Street ´s.
In 2018, Microsoft Norway highlighted through a
survey that there’s a connection between people’s
knowledge of AI and the fear of technology. People
with high knowledge of AI are the least worried and
most optimistic, while those with low knowledge feel
fear and confusion. Can movies and TV shows have
something to do with this?

As Hollywood, futurists, tech titans and philosophers
debate these apocalyptic futures, the business end of
AI – machine learning – is silently and dispassionately
stripping out costs, speeding decisions cycles and
opening new vistas of creative possibility.
Making money – big money.
The pragmatic machine learning of this type – without
the apocalyptic sci-fi storyline – is our future. The algorithms that machine learning comprises are leveraging
vast amounts of data, mostly in service of improving
personal or business related tasks, such as mortgage
processing or claims management.

To many, artificial intelligence represents a dystopia
seen in Hollywood movies. Even Stephen Hawking has
warned that AI could be “the worst mistake in history”.
We have been conditioned by decades of science
fiction to think of AI as an anthropomorphic entity,
with bad intentions. So just when we celebrated fun AI
moments like IBM‘s Watson on Jeopardy!, a morose
existential angst opened in popular culture. The perils
of artificial intelligence to humans were suddenly everywhere, from the movie Ex Machina outwitting, taking
advantage of and gruesomely murdering a man, to the
movie Automata and its classic, foreboding line: “Just a
machine? That’s like saying that you are just an ape.”

An example is the technology company Kebotix in
Cambridge. They are using machine learning to synthesize molecules that battery scientists might use to
fight global warming. Another example is the American charitable organization The Nature Conservancy
who is developing machine learning facial recognition
software for fish to help endangered fish stocks. And
if your father is sick with prostate cancer, you would
want his doctor diagnosing it with fractal-level machine learning from Google AI´s team.

In reality, AI and humans are working together on the
same team. The technology is already being used to
read X-rays and MRIs. It’s the pulsating heart of stock
trading. Chat with Siri or Alexa, and you’re using AI.
Perhaps you’ve avoided a traffic jam using Waze or
scheduled a meeting using x.ai?

One of Stanford’s leading AI-expert said: “Worrying about artificial intelligence is like worrying about
overpopulation on Mars before we’ve even set foot
on it.” Now that sounds like a plotline for a great new
Hollywood script.

The point is; AI didn’t kill you, but it did make your day
easier.
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From pilot to value realization
As previously described, the number of AI pilots are increasing. Many struggle to take the pilot into production.
Leaders who are responsible for pilot projects must be aware of this, and develop high-quality implementation
strategy that clearly shows how the business can generate value from the new technology.
Below is a brief introduction to five trends that can help leaders plan and implement pilot projects into the core
business.

AI will drive infrastructure decisions

Increasing complexity demands collaboration

AI will remain one of the top workloads driving infrastructure decisions through 2023. Accelerating AI
pilots into production requires specific infrastructure
resources that can grow and evolve alongside
technology. AI models will need to be periodically refined by the enterprise IT team to ensure high success
rates. This might include standardizing data pipelines
or integrating machine learning (ML) models with
streaming data sources to deliver real-time
predictions.

One of the top technological challenges in leveraging
AI techniques like ML or deep neural networks (DNN)
in edge and IoT (Internet of Things) environments
is the complexity of data and analytics. Successfully
deploying production AI in such environments will
require close partnership between the business and IT.
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Seek simplicity over complexity

appealing in public cloud environments because
of its quick scalability, but IT leaders should identify
existing ML projects that can benefit from these new
computing capabilities.

Through 2022, more than 75% of organizations will
use DNNs for use cases that could use classical ML
techniques, according to Gartner. Successful early AI
adopters leveraged pragmatic ML solutions to deliver
business value. These early projects used traditional
statistical machine learning, but as the organization
evolved, they pursued more advanced
techniques with deep learning to grow the impact of
AI. Sift through the AI hype and learn the spectrum of
options to appropriately address business problems.
Opt for simplicity over popular, but complicated,
options.

As data increases, the importance of data
quality and the ability to prioritize increases
As the amount of data that organizations have to
manage increases, so too will the abundance of false
alarms and ineffective problem prioritization. It doesn’t
help that IT and business units often don’t speak the
same language when it comes to AI. A classic example
is that one customer appears as five different
customers in a firm’s data system. The customer gets
contacted by five different departments and gets
annoyed by the lack of customer service.
Companies should therefore strive to achieve
high-quality data and implement technology that
helps different departments to prioritize the most
important challenges. This should result in a more
efficient collaboration between different departments.
According to Gartner, 40 percent of large enterprises
will use AI-augmented automation technologies that
help with learning and prioritization by 2023,
resulting in higher IT productivity with greater
agility and scalability.

Cloud service providers should be a part of
your strategy
Strategic use of cloud technologies like cognitive APIs,
containers and serverless computing can help simplify
the complicated process of deploying AI. According to
Gartner, cloud-based AI will increase 5x from 2019 to
2023, making AI one of the top cloud services.
Containers and serverless computing will enable ML
models to serve as independent functions, reducing
cost and overhead.
A serverless programming model is particularly
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Cognizant Nordics is a reliable
digitalization partner
Cognizant Nordics has over 1200 employees
working with several of the region‘s largest companies
in the planning and execution of the big and important
technological shifts. Globally, Cognizant consists of
nearly 300.000 employees.

When we work with Nordic companies we often use
experts from our offices in Lithuania, Romania and
Latvia. This ensures cost efficiency, flexibility and it’s
important that the data is stored within Europe from a
security point of view.

We believe that the combination of local expertise and
global best practices makes us an attractive
collaboration partner for companies who seek to
develop their digital business. We work closely with
our customers by creating dedicated customer
teams who work at the client’s office. This creates an
understanding of the customer’s needs, challenges
and business model, which we combine with leading
technology expertise from all around the globe.

We are an end-to-end supplier who assists companies
optimize their business with technology regardless
of how far they’ve come in their digitalization journey.
From idea and strategy development, to piloting,
implementation and development of existing systems
– we strive to create measurable business results for
our customers.
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Our overall offerings are divided
into three categories
Below we will give a short introduction to each area:
Data modernization means improving the collection, storing and quality of a
company’s data. Digital maturity differs between industries. Therefore, we have
developed a framework that ranks a company after 19 parameters. This mapping
gives a company valuable insight about their digital maturity compared to the
industry as a whole and certain competitors. The mapping also makes it easier to
prioritize the most valuable investments.
Over the last years, Cognizant has helped several Nordic companies move data
to the cloud. This is something all companies should do as it enables better
security, reduced costs and creates new possibilities within digital business.
Customer intelligence means taking actions that increase a company’s topline.
This is especially relevant for companies with many clients, such as banks and
insurance companies. Customer intelligence in a nutshell is to use data to gain
valuable insight about customers and other stakeholders. More insight about
customers can lead to better segmentation, predictions, and marketing
initiatives (a few of many examples). This can help a company with up sales,
increase the duration of customer relations, gain new customers, and improve
customer satisfaction.
Operational intelligence is in broad terms about reducing risk and reducing
costs. This is especially relevant for companies with complex large-scale
operations, such as oil and shipping companies. With information about how a
certain choice affects company costs, leaders will be able to optimize operations
and value creation. A shipping company can as an example reduce fuel consumption by improving route planning, or reduce maintenance cost by
optimizing the vessel’s engine power. In many scenarios, operational intelligence
can also leverage real-time information enabling a company to go from a
reactive approach to a proactive one.
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Cognizant is ranked as a leader
within AI advisory and development by multiple analyst firms
In 2019, Cognizant was ranked as a leader within artificial intelligence by
the research firm Forrester and by IDC – International Data Corporation.
These reports are comprehensive and ranks different IT-consultancy firms in
regards to multiple criteria.
The Forrester report includes 23 different criteria. Cognizant achieved the
highest score on the following: Technology, Deployment, and
Innovation roadmap.
The Forrester report also highlights:
• Cognizant’s significant investments into data science talent, industry
expertise, design practices, and technology - including acquisitions - all
contribute to a comprehensive AI offering that goes beyond data science and
technology.
•

Cognizant is helping clients prepare for AI in their business with AI
Governance frameworks and best practices for working with AI capabilities.

•

Clients call out Cognizant’s willingness to embark on unchartered territory,
bring top talent to projects, and stay on top of and ahead of the rapid
changes in AI technology.

•

Cognizant places significant emphasis on data and offers BigDecisions for a
comprehensive data foundation. Additional modules also provide data
science and machine learning capabilities.

•

Firms ready to move from innovation labs and CTO offices into the broader
portfolio of the CIO will find Cognizant is the right partner to execute
business running on AI.

Click here to read the full report.
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IDC writes the following about Cognizant:
Cognizant’s AI and analytics practice takes a human-centric approach to
creating AI solutions that drive business outcomes for clients.
Buyers rate Cognizant highly for its ability to deliver the right value for the
fee paid, provide customer service (particularly onsite), and resolve problems
or issues related to customer service. Similarly, IDC rates Cognizant highly in
terms of its strategies around skills and platforms and its delivery automation
capabilities.

Click here to read the full report.

Contact us now to discover how we
can help you and your business.

CLICK HERE TO EMAIL
Head of Nordics, Matthias Peter, by e-mail:
matthias.peter@cognizant.com

CLICK HERE TO EMAIL
Director Consulting Digital Strategy, Abhishek Rishi, by e-mail:
abhishek.rishi@cognizant.com
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